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c-Axis Optical Sum Rule and a Possible New Collective Mode in La2�xSrxCuO4
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We present the c-axis optical conductivity �1c�!; T� of underdoped (x � 0:12) and optimally doped
(x � 0:15) La2�xSrxCuO4 from 4 meV to 1.8 eV obtained by a combination of reflectivity and trans-
mission spectra. In addition to the opening of the superconducting gap, we observe an increase of
conductivity above the gap up to 270 meV with a maximal effect at about 120 meV. This may indicate a
new collective mode at a surprisingly large energy scale. The Ferrell-Glover-Tinkham sum rule is
violated for both doping levels. Although the relative value of the violation is much larger for the under-
doped sample, the absolute increase of the low-frequency spectral weight, including that of the conden-
sate, is higher in the optimally doped regime. Our results resemble in many respects the observations
in YBa2Cu3O7��.
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weight due to the superconducting transition. We find out absolute systematic error bars of R and T are about 0.01
The charge transport between the CuO2 planes in the
high-Tc cuprates forms one of the most intriguing puzzles
of these materials. On the one hand the essential common
physics seems to lie in the collective behavior of holes
doped into a 2D Mott insulator, while the interplane
conductivity strongly depends on the varying interlayer
chemistry. On the other hand, it is the in-plane ‘‘confine-
ment’’ that preserves a possibility of significant lowering
of the c-axis kinetic energy (KE) as the 3D coherent
movement of the Cooper pairs sets in below Tc [1,2].
This, however, was shown to be a small effect in some
single-layer compounds [3,4]. The models based on the
KE lowering in the superconducting (SC) state predict the
violation of the Ferrell-Glover-Tinkham (FGT) optical
sum rule [5], which means that the spectral weight (SW)
of the SC condensate partly stems from energies much
higher than 2�. In the c-axis data of YBa2Cu3O7��
(YBCO) a significant increase of the relative violation
value was found in the underdoped regime [6]. In the case
of La2�xSrxCuO4 (LSCO) a value of 50% has been re-
ported for a slightly underdoped sample [7], although the
doping dependence is still not known. Thus, the c-axis KE
lowers in the SC state, which, however, leaves room for
debate whether this is a by-product or the very reason for
superconductivity [1,2,8,9].

The conclusiveness of the sum-rule analysis greatly
depends on a reliable value of �1�!; T�. However, the
usually employed Kramers-Kronig (KK) analysis of re-
flectivity seriously lacks accuracy due to the insensitivity
of reflection to small absorption values and an ambiguity
of the data extrapolation. This is a major problem for
LSCO with a relatively small c-axis electronic conductiv-
ity [10]. In this Letter we report on our optical study of
underdoped (UD) and optimally doped (OD) LSCO by a
combination of reflection and transmission spectroscopy,
which provides details of the redistribution of spectral
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that the increase of the total low-frequency SW (includ-
ing condensate) below Tc can be at least partly explained
by a new collective mode, which gives rise to a peak at
120 meV. Understanding this mode is essential in order to
rate the relevance of the c-axis kinetic energy saving
(which turns out to be higher in the OD regime) for the
high-Tc mechanism.

The La2�xSrxCuO4 single crystals (x � 0:12, Tc �
29 K and x � 0:15, Tc � 37 K) were grown by the
same method as described in Ref. [11]. The c axis
was within 1� in the ac sample surface, as determined
by Laue diffraction. Initially the reflectivity (R) spectra
(15–6000 cm�1) were obtained using a Fourier-transform
spectrometer on thick samples with the surface area of
20–25 mm2 mounted on a copper cone [see Fig. 1(a)]. We
used in situ gold evaporation as a reference. The spec-
tra match very well with the previous data [10], which
were used to continue curves to higher frequencies. Then
each sample was attached to a supporting plane and
reduced to a thin platelet by slow polishing with dia-
mond paper with a roughness down to 0:1 
m. The
platelets were made 23 and 14 
m thick with areas of
1.3 and 1:0 mm2 for x � 0:12 and 0.15, correspondingly.
Finally, the samples were unglued from the support and
mounted on a copper mask. The c-axis transmission (T)
spectra [see Fig. 1(b)] have been measured using a
Fourier-transform spectrometer (20–6000 cm�1) and a
grating-type spectrometer (6000–15 000 cm�1). At
higher frequencies the samples are not transparent pre-
sumably due to the charge-transfer absorption, at lower
energies the diffraction effects mask the data. We used
freestanding thin crystals to avoid complications due to a
substrate. The transmission for Eka was immeasurably
small, indicating the absence of any ‘‘pinhole’’ leakage.
All the measurements were done in a homemade optical
cryostat with a temperature-stable sample position. The
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FIG. 2. The temperature dependence of (a) conductivity at
selected energies, (b) a Fabry-Pérot maximum position at �
2150 cm�1, (c) the condensate SW, and (d) the transmission of
the OD sample at 1000 cm�1 with a fine temperature resolution.
The dotted lines denote the curve slopes above and below Tc,
which is marked by the vertical line.
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FIG. 1. The c-axis reflectivity (a), transmission (b), and opti-
cal conductivity (c) of the UD (x � 0:12) and the OD (x �
0:15) LSCO samples. The inset compares �1�!; 300 K� (solid
line) with the previous results based on reflectivity data only
(Ref. [12]: dashed line; Ref. [13]: dotted line).
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and 0.03, respectively. The accuracy of their relative
temperature difference is at least 1 order of magnitude
better. We focus on the low-temperature data well below
the structural phase transition (tetragonal to orthorhom-
bic). The temperature precision is about 1 K [14].

The measured R�!� and T�!� are functions of
��!� � �1�!� � i�2�!�:

R � jrj2; T �

�������
�1� r2�t

1� r2t2

�������

2
;

r �
1�

���
�

p

1�
���
�

p ; t � ei�!=c�
��
�

p
d;

(1)

where d is the sample thickness. These formulas can be
applied to derive �1 and �2 from R and T (RT method) for
037004-2
frequencies above 650 cm�1 and below 200 cm�1 with-
out the use of the KK relations. In the phonon range,
where T is vanishingly small, the KK transformation still
should be exploited. Our combined approach (called
‘‘RT� KK’’) is to find the best KK-compatible function
��!�, which matches experimental R�!� and T�!� simul-
taneously in the whole spectral range [15]. The sample
thickness is determined by the period of Fabry-Pérot
oscillations [16]. The optical conductivity �1�!� �
!�2�!�=4� is shown in Fig. 1(c). Notably, above
1000 cm�1 �1 is significantly smaller than the previously
published values based solely on reflectivity data [12,13]
[see inset in Fig. 1(c)].

The temperature dependence of �1 is shown in
Fig. 2(a). It is not constant above Tc, therefore the differ-
ence ��1 � �1�T � Tc� � �1�T 	 Tc� does not repre-
sent purely a superconductivity-induced change of �1�!�.
Instead, we use the distinct slope jump at Tc,

�s�1 
 �@�1=@T�jTc�
� �@�1=@T�jTc�

; (2)

to characterize the effect of the SC transition. The nega-
tive value of �s�1 at low frequencies is indicative of the
gap opening. However, it becomes positive at higher en-
ergies �1000 cm�1 (120 meV) and disappears within the
noise level above �c � 2200 cm�1 (270 meV). The
‘‘anomalous’’ kink at intermediate energies is nicely
seen in the original transmission data, which we
double-checked with an enhanced temperature resolution
[Fig. 2(d)]. The decrease of T below Tc corresponds to
an increase of �1. The spectral weight of the condensate
(� function at !=0) D�T� is shown in Fig. 2(c). We obtain
037004-2
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�sD of 27 and 130 ��1 cm�2 K�1 for UD and OD
samples, respectively, which is also denoted by the
hatched area in Fig. 3(a).

The spectral dependence of the conductivity kink is
shown in Fig. 3(a). The most accurate value of �s�1 is
obtained in regions of nonzero transmission. The error
bars increase in the phonon range, especially near the
very intense peak at 240 cm�1, which complicates the
sum-rule analysis. The difficulty can be circumvented by
assuming a smooth shape of �s�1�!� and fitting it with a
function, which can be used to ‘‘bridge’’ the problematic
frequency range. The model function �s� � �s�1 �
i�s�2 has to satisfy the KK relations. In addition to
�s�1�!� � �s�2�!�!=4� below and above the phonons
[Fig. 3(a)] we fit the experimentally observed spectrum of
�sR�!� inside the phonon region [Fig. 3(b)] using the
relation

�sR � �@R=@�1��s�1 � �@R=@�2��s�2; (3)

where the derivatives @R=@�1;2 are obtained by the RT�
KK method at Tc (the idea is similar to that of the
temperature modulation technique). Important extra in-
formation on �s�2 (or �s�1) is given by the Fabry-Pérot
extrema positions !m [see Fig. 2(b)]. The product
!m

�����
�1

p
d is a constant (if �2 	 �1); therefore,
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FIG. 3. (a) �s�1�!� (the hatched area corresponds to the
slope change of SW at ! � 0, �sD), the error bars represent
experimental uncertainty of �s�1�!� below 200 cm�1; the
inset expands the higher frequency region, where transmission
allows a very accurate determination of �1�!�. (b) �sR�!� in
the phonon range. (c) �s�1�!� at high frequencies, as derived
from the shift of Fabry-Pérot fringes. The solid curves represent
the fit as described in the text.
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�s�1 � �2�1��s!m=!m ��sd=d�: (4)

The c-axis lattice constant does not show a kink at Tc [17]
so that the spectral dependence of �s�1 can be directly
determined from !m’s and fitted together with �s�1 and
�sR [see Fig. 3(c)]. The high-frequency �s�1 is especially
useful because it is related to the total low-frequency SW
(including condensate) [18]

�s�1�!� � �8�sA��c� �D�!�2; (5)

where A�!� 

R
!
0� �1�!

0�d!0. We obtained a reasonably
good fit of �s�1, �sR, and �s�1 simultaneously (see
Fig. 3), which is prerequisite for a reliable sum-rule
examination.

The superconductivity-driven change of �1 below Tc
(detectable for !<�c) is governed by two factors: (i) the
SC gap opening and (ii) the increase of SWabove the gap.
The former is much more pronounced for the OD sample
(� 8 times larger effect). It is therefore remarkable that
the latter is only 1.8–2 times smaller for the UD sample.
In principle, a slight conductivity increase above the gap
is expected in BCS theory in the clean limit. However,
the incoherent c-axis transport is far in the dirty limit,
especially in the UD regime, and calculations give a
small size of this effect [19].We propose that the observed
increase of �1 is a signature of a new collective mode
emerging (or sharpening) below Tc. The nature of this
mode is not clear at the moment. Its energy scale (100–
270 meV) is much higher than 2� (� 20–30 meV [20]).
The single-layer structure seems to exclude the trans-
verse plasmon scenario put forward for YBCO [21,22].
However there is a similarity between the effect we
observe in LSCO and the increase of conductivity at the
same energies in YBCO [21–23], so that the possibility
that the phenomena in these two compounds are com-
mon in origin cannot be ruled out, even though the value
of �1 as well as its absolute change below Tc is much
larger in YBCO.

The occurrence of several collective modes has been
recently predicted by Lee and Nagaosa [24] from a
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FIG. 4. The demonstration of the FGT sum rule violation in
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(b) absolute SW, ��sA�!� ��sD; (c) the temperature depen-
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is marked by the vertical line.
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mean-field treatment of the t-J model. One of them, a
so-called � gauge mode, acquires a weak c-axis spec-
tral weight in the low-temperature orthorhombic struc-
ture due to the coupling to the buckling phonon mode.
The energy scale of this mode is the in-plane exchange
J (� 100–150 meV), which agrees well with our
observation.

The sum-rule analysis can be applied to �s�1 in the
same manner as to ��1. However, it directly relates to the
usual FGT sum rule only close to Tc but not automatically
for T 	 Tc. Figure 4(a) shows the relative SW, ��sA�!�=
�sD. It saturates above �c at the level of �0:2 for x �
0:12 and �0:7 for x � 0:15, thus clearly showing the
presence of the FGT sum rule violation for both doping
levels with relative values of almost 80% for the UD
sample and 30% for the OD sample. This is in excellent
agreement with the doping dependence found in YBCO
[6]. In contrast to the relative violation, which is stronger
in the UD sample, the absolute increase of the spectral
weight A��c� �D below Tc is about 2 times larger for
x � 0:15 [Fig. 4(b)]. This can also be directly deduced
from Fig. 3(c) using formula (5). Thus the c-axis KE
lowering is likely to be larger for the OD sample, which
agrees with the prediction of Ref. [8]. The positive �s�1 at
higher frequencies significantly increases the violation.
Moreover, the ratio between the positive part of SWabove
the gap of the two doping levels [� 2; see inset in Fig. 3(a)]
is close to the ratio of �sA��c� �D�, which might
indicate that the FGT sum rule violation is strongly re-
lated to the aforementioned collective mode. Finally, we
plot the temperature dependence of A��c� and A��c� �D
[Fig. 4(b)]. In the normal state the SW decreases with
cooling down, which has to be taken into account for a
proper formulation of the FGT sum rule. Below Tc A��c�
starts to decrease faster as a result of the gap opening.
The growth of A��c� �D in the SC state is a signature of
the FGT sum rule violation.

In conclusion, our study, based on the combination of
reflection and transmission spectra, reveals a detailed
picture of the changes to the spectral weight in LSCO
below Tc for energies up to 1.8 eV. The transition to the
superconducting state is accompanied not only by the gap
opening at low frequencies (2�� 20–30 meV) but also
by the increase of �1�!� at higher energies up to 270 meV.
The latter is interpreted as a possible occurrence of a new
collective mode. Its origin is not yet established. The total
low-frequency SW (including condensate) increases be-
low Tc; the absolute value of this growth is higher in the
OD state, even though the relative FGT sum rule violation
is much larger for the UD sample. Taking into account the
new collective mode is decisive for a quantitative under-
standing of the implications of the sum rule violation.
Our results match qualitatively several findings in YBCO,
thus giving a hope that many of the ‘‘c-axis effects’’ can
be understood on the same basis in different cuprates in
spite of a diversity of their crystal structures.
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